Yoga with MaryAnn
brings you

Yoga for Equestrians

A 4-week sport-specific program engineered to:-

*increase horse and rider performance
*increase hip and shoulder flexibility
*improve spinal mobility
*improve posture in the saddle
*improve core strength
*improve balance
*promote freedom of movement for the horse
*relax body and mind
*increase mental focus
*improve breathing
*promote positive mental attitude

Hello!
Welcome to Yoga for Equestrians 2021
This is functional yoga, created from many years experience as a Master Personal Trainer
and High Performance Coach. Working in elite sport-specific training, an exceptional
understanding of body biomechanics forms the backbone to every athlete’s success.
Combining this depth of knowledge with a lifetime of passion and love for horses and
yoga, saw my founding Yoga for Equestrians.
This four-week course is delivered online via Zoom recorded video link, dropping twice
weekly into your inbox, allowing you to do the videos in your own time, from the comfort
of your own home. Each class is 30 mins long, specially designed to easily fit into your busy
schedule. Classes are progressive, and designed for all abilities from complete beginners
to seasoned pros, for both men and women- kids are welcome to join in too!
Yoga is very much a personal journey- all I ask is that you are open and willing to learn and
try new things. Once you have these tools you can take them with you and apply them in
the future whenever you need them!

What you will need for the each class:*yoga mat (the sticky thinner kind, not the thick padded camping ones that slip!)
*comfortable gym clothes (no footwear needed!)
*ipad/laptop/phone with internet connection
*cushion or blanket for support
*water bottle

2021 confirmed course dates:

April 6th to 30th
May 4th to 28th
June 1st to 22nd

PARQ- Important:
Please be sure to email back your PARQ form prior to commencing your first class. This is
very important as you will not be able to participate without having done this first.
********
Remember yoga is not a competition- it’s not about how flexible you are, it’s not about
touching your toes, nor is it about standing on your head! Yoga is about YOU- whether you
approach it from a purely practical angle, or from a spiritual view, yoga fundamentally is
about learning to quieten your mind and listen to your body. It is about giving your Self
what you need most of all. Once you realise this you will understand the importance of
yoga- not just for your own health and performance, but for your horse’s well-being and
happiness too!
I hope you enjoy Yoga for Equestrians!
Please do feel free to get in touch should you have any questions at any time. See you on
the mat soon!
Namaste,
Mary Ann x

www.yogawithmaryann.com

